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Abstract 

The purpose of this document is to explore the relationship between text, 

texture, and meaning, in selected choral works of Robert Kyr (bom 1952). It will 

show that texture is used consistently by K)^' as an expressive device to 

illuminate the inner meaning of the text. Kyr weaves text into musical texture, 

and in the fusion of text and music, creates a third art form that is more than the 

simi of its original parts. It is neither text set to music, nor music written to fit 

within a preexistent text. Instead, all dimensions of the composition are 

conceived simultaneously. Through this powerful synergy, the text is magnified 

and transformed through music, especially through its textural aspects. 

This study begins with a short biographical sketch of Robert Kyr, followed 

by a discussion of its scope, especially with respect to a working definition of 

texture. This is followed by a discussion of K5a-'s unique process of fusing text 

with music. Finally, several in-depth analyses of representative works will show 

how Kyr's treatment of texture helps to bring out the deepest meaning of his 

chosen texts. The following works are examined in depth: Magnificat, Songs of 

the Shining Wind^ movement 4 ("Early Light/ A Hair of Sound"); "De 

Profundis" (from A Passion According to Four Evangelists); Italian Motets, 

movement 3 ("Canticle of the Brother Sun"); and Let There Be Music, all four 

movements. 
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I. Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to explore the relationship between text, 

texture, and meaning, in selected choral works of Robert Kyr (bom 1952). It will 

show that texture is used consistently by Robert Kyr as an expressive device to 

illuminate the inner mearung of the text. 

The words "text and "texture" share the same present participle of the 

Latin word "texere," meaning "to weave." The lii\k between text and texture in 

the root forms of our language is also apparent in Kyr's approach to writing 

choral music, in which a rich interplay between melodies, harmonies, rhythms, 

and structure, embody the meaning of the text. Robert Kyr weaves text into 

musical texture, and in the fusion of text and music, creates a third art form that 

is more than the sum of its original parts. It is neither text set to music, nor 

music written to fit within a preexistent text. Instead, all dimensions of the 

composition are conceived simultaneously. Through this powerful synergy, the 

text is magnified and transformed through music, especially through its textural 

aspects. 

This study begins with a short biographical sketch of Robert Kyr 

followed by a discussion of the scope of the study, especially with respect to a 

working definition of texture. Tliis is followed by a discussion of his unique 

process of fusing text with music. Finally, several in-depth analyses of 

representative works show how Kyr's treatment of texture embodies the deepest 
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meaning of his chosen texts. These analyses reveal the nature of the third art, 

through which music transmutes the meaning of a text beyond its literary 

associations. 
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Robert Kyr Current Biography 

Dr. Robert Kyr is Associate Professor of Composition and Theory at the 

University of Oregon, where he directs one of the largest programs in 

composition in the United States, consisting of over 50 undergraduate and 

graduate students. Kyr is founding director of the University of Oregon Pacific 

Rim Gamelan, the Vanguard Concert and Workshop series, and the Music Today 

Festival. Each siunmer, he heads up the Oregon Bach Festival's Composer's 

Symposium, a masterclass which since its foimding in 1996 has hosted 

composers in residence such as Krysztof Penderecki, Arvo P^, John Harbison 

and Judith Weir. He is currently completing his 9''' symphony, the premiere of 

which is scheduled to kick off a music festival entitled "Waging Peace Through 

Music and the Arts" in November of 2000. Three chamber symphonies are 

currendy in the process of being recorded and performed by the Cleveland 

Chamber Symphony. Foiu* CDs of his choral and vocal works are available on 

the Telarc and New Albion labels. 

Kyr holds degrees from Yale (BA1974), University of Pennsylvania 

(MA 1978), and Harvard (PhD 1989). He has also studied at England's Royal 

College of Music. His composition teachers include Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, 

George Rochberg, George Crumb, Donald Martino, and Earl Kim. He has taught 



composition at Yale, UCLA, Hartt School of Music, Justus-Liebig-Universitat 

Giessen, Aspen Music School, and the Longy School of Music. 

Kyr's commissions include Chamber Music America, Meet 

the Composer, Lila Wallace/Reader's Digest Foimdation, Oregon Humanities 

Center, Chase Foundation, Massachusetts Council for the Arts and Humanities 

(with support from NEA), San Francisco Symphony, Oregon Bach Festival, and 

the New England Philharmonic. His works have been performed by Pro Arte 

Orchestra, Yale Sjiinphony, Oregon Sjrmphony, Eugene Symphony, Cleveland 

Chamber Symphony, San Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra, Ensemble 

Project Ars Nova, Radcliffe Choral Society, Debussy Trio, and Fires of London. 
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Scope of Study 

Robert Kyr has composed a large aiid varied body of choral, vocal, and 

vocal chamber works. A representative sample of these works has been chosen 

for this study, which is drawn from diverse text sources, and spans both early 

and recent compositions. All of Kyr's choral/vocal works are accessible through 

the publisher E.G. Schirmer. A full works list is contained within the References 

section of the document. 

The study will include the following works, listed here in chronological 

order of composition: 

(traditional liturgical text), 1986 

Songs of the Shining Wind, movement 4 ("Early Light/ A Hair of 
Sound," a double motet with texts by Niu Hsi Chi and Kalidasa), 1991 

"De Profundis" (from A Passion According to Four Evangelists, texts 
from revised standard version of gospels and psalms), 1995 

Italian Motets, movement 3 ("Canticle of the Brother Sun," text by St. 
Francis of Assisi), 1998 

Let There Be Music, all movements ("In the Begiiming," text rendered 
by Robert K)nr from Genesis and Rig Veda, "The Celestial Healer," with text 
rendered by Robert Kyr from Galileo, "The Ballad of Good Mind," text from 
Mayan and froquois mjrths, and "Let There Be Music," text by Robert Kyr), 
2000. 
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Working Definition of Texture 

"Texture" as a word and a medium can take on multiple meanings, 

depending on the composer and work being discussed. The complexity of 

this word necessitates that its parameters, for the purpose of this study, be 

clarified. Texture will be examined in the following five ways: 

1. Range 
2. Relationship between Sections of a Chorus 
3. Chord spacing 
4. Contrast of Monophony, Homophony, and Polyphony 
5. Contrapimtal Text 

Category 1, Range, examines how high or low notes lie in the voices. 

Category 2, Relationship between Sections of a Chorus, refers to the use of 

contrasting combinations of voice parts within the choir. Examples include the 

use of antiphonal effects between men and women, or the use of a solo voice in 

contrast to the full choir. This category also involves the relative density of the 

texture at any given time. Category 3, Chord Spacing, looks at how Kyr uses 

wide or close chord spacing to bring out the most expressive sonorities. 

Category 4, Contrast of Monophony, Homophony, and Polyphony, examines 

how the fluctuation between various textural methods results in a deeper 

embodiment of the words. Category 5, Contrapuntal Text, refers to the 

relationship borne out of the combination of two or more texts sung 

simultaneously in time. The term "contrapuntal text" was coined by Robert Kyr 
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to describe the technique he uses when composing double motets, in which two 

texts are combined in such a way that a third meaning is bom out of their 

juxtaposition. 



IS 

Kyi's Treatment of Text and Creative Process 

In my first interview with Robert Kyr,^ I asked him how he chooses texts 

to be set to music. Immediately I came to understand that his use of text was far 

more sophisticated, subtle, and organic than I had imagined. I use the term 

"organic" because Kyr considers text and music to be one entity; he never simply 

chooses a text and "cuts and pastes" it onto pre-written miisic. Instead, Kyr 

deliberately searches out a text that is inherently musical; words that, in the color 

of their vowels and consonants, as well as their rhythm, meter, and meaning, can 

be fused with music successfully. Kyr described how even the greatest of texts, 

the most poetic and profound in meaning, may not lend themselves elegantly to 

musical settings. This is because most poetry is intended to be read aloud 

without a specific time value for each word or syllable. For instance, when 

reading a poem, a reader might choose to linger on specific words, while 

speeding over others. Poetry exists with multiple time possibilities; each reader 

may give the poem new meanings through the emphasis of their spoken 

performance. However, music is set in time. No matter how fast or slow a piece 

is performed, the relative time values stay consistent. For instance, the half note 

is still twice as long as the quarter note even if the music changes tempo. It 

follows that words, once melded within music, also become set in time. Thus the 
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challenge for any composer is to find a text that can survive the transition into a 

fixed time dimension, that of music, while retaining its elegance, expressive 

qualities, and origiiml meaning. 

Kyr overcomes the challenge of using texts with music through a imique 

compositional process, in which he memorizes and internalizes the original text 

very deeply, letting its central meanings work their way into his unconscious 

mind. Then, he becomes the author of a new text, based on the original text, but 

this one is now considered a "text for music,"^ one that Kyr writes 

simultaneously with the music. Thus, the final result is a composition in which 

neither music nor text are more important, but rather are equal elements of one 

creation. This often results in significant revisions or adaptations of the original 

text, but the central ideas and meaning remain intact. Now they are simply 

recast to heighten their commimication within a musical setting. This symbiotic 

transformation, in which Kyr sees text and music as becoming one entity, is 

revealed in seamless text-settings that are musically expressive and profound. 

The issue of translation is an important one in the dimension of vocal 

writing. The ability to translate words both accurately and elegantly is its own 

art form. When translation is necessary, Kyr relies on master translators, those 

scholars who make an art out of rendering aesthetically powerful translations. 

When composing Songs of the Shining Wind, Kyr first selected texts from all 

over the world, and then enlisted the expertise of American poet W.S. Merwin to 
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translate them into English. The beauty of Merwin's vision of these diverse 

poems became an inspiration for K3n''s musical setting. A powerful collaboration 

between poet and musician was the result. 

While Kyr often prefers translated texts so that the meaning of the words 

can become more immediate to the listener, in other instances, he chooses to 

retain the original language for a more fluid musical setting. 



II. Examples of Text Reflected Through Music 

"Out of the Depths" 

Kyr's motet "Out of the Depths" will be used to demonstrate how range, 

as a dimension of texture, is used to reflect the meaning of the words. "Out of 

the Depths" is the penultimate movement of a major work by Robert Kyr entitled 

The Passion According to Four Evangelists, scored for choir, soloists, and large 

orchestra. Before discussing "Out of the Depths" specifically, it is worthwhile to 

explore general issues of text in Kyr's passion setting. 

The Passion According to Four Evangelists is distinguished from any other 

passion setting by the melding of the testimonies of all four evangelists, as well 

as selected psalms, into one work. Kyr writes, "In effect, my recomposed 

narrative is a fifth gospel which contains the four accounts in a distilled poetic 

form which was created as a text to be set to music. Each evangelist's role is 

sung by a different soloist in SATB quartet, generating the unprecedented result 

that the testimonies of Matthew and Mark are sung by women (soprano and alto 

soloists), while those of Luke and John are sung, in traditional fashion, by men 

(tenor and baritone soloists). Those parts of the passion that are corroborated in 

more than one account are sving by more than one soloist. For instance, the 

telling of the mocking of Christ is present in both the gospels of Matthew and 
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Mark, and thus is simg in a duet between the soprano and alto soloists. 

However, only John's gospel relates that Jesus' mother Mary was present at his 

crucifixion. Therefore, only the baritone soloist sings this portion of text. 

The soloists also play the roles of principal characters throughout the 

drama. Mary is sung by the soprano, Mary Magdalene by the alto, Jesus by the 

tenor, and Pilate by the baritone. The result is a rich interweaving of soloistic 

lines, where the soloists both narrate and enact the passion tale simultaneously. 

The passion is divided into three main sections. Kyr identifies and 

outlines the focus of each section in his program notes: 

For the sake of dramatic structure, I divided the passion 
story into three parts—the Judgement, The Way of the Ooss, and 
The Crucifixion—and subdivided each one into brief scenes for 
which 1 invented titles. The Judgement focuses on Pilate's decision 
to crucify Jesus, The Way of the Cross tells of Jesus' ordeal in 
carrying the cross to Golgatha, and The Crucifixion recounts the 
Seven l^t Words of Jesus on the cross and the lamentation after 
his death. Whereas the first part features Pilate and culminates in 
his dramatic confrontation with the crowd ("Crucify him!"), the 
third part focuses on Jesus and his Seven Last Words on the Cross. 
As the narrative descends into the depths of the crucifixion, each 
soloist relinquishes his or her storytelling role in order to sing an 
aria of personal reflection in which he or she identifies with 
Christ's dilemma. Thus, the character of the work transforms from 
worldly and turbulent in Part I into inward and contemplative in 
Partin.^ 

This contemplative character reaches its deepest point with a setting of 

Psalm 130, "Out of the Depths," after Christ's death on the cross. It is often 

forgotten that Jesus, though the basis of Christianity, was himself a Jew. It 
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would have been very natural for Jesus to chant the psalms as he approached 

death, and for his followers to comfort themselves after his death by reciting 

psalm texts. Psalm 130 would have had special significance for those who were 

waiting for the resiurection of Christ during the long three days between his 

burial and his resurrection. 

In examining the contrast between Kyr's "text for music" and Ron Jeffers' 

translation^ of this Latin psalm, it becomes clear that Kjn* has taken important 

liberties in order to emphasize the drama of the words. Table 1, on the following 

page, contrasts the two texts in one chart. 

Kyr's rendering of Psalm 130 appears far more direct and distilled than 

that of Jeffers. Kyr chooses to use more modem words, replacing "thee" with 

"you" on Line 1 and "thy" with "your" on Line 4. On Line 5, Kyr chooses 

"pleading" over the more formal word "supplication." Kyr's translation 

exists in active present tense, as opposed to much of the original, which is in 

passive past tense. On Line 1, instead of the words "I have cried/' Kyr opts for "1 

cry." Likewise on Line 10, instead of "I have waited for you," Kyr's translation 

reads "I wait for you." 

A worthy question arises as to why Lines 6-8 and 18-21 are omitted in 

Kyr's new textual rendering. Significant meaning is carried in these original 

words. Why did the composer choose to leave them out? The answer lies in 

Kyr's intent to tell the story of the passion in a manner that focuses on its most 
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universal aspects.^ A line such as "Let Israel hope in the Lord" is omitted since 

Kyr has chosen to simplify the text and concentrate on aspects that transcend 

culture and time. In Kyr's rendering, a distilled, more active, and viscerally 

direct text enables the reader/listener to grasp the essential meaning of the 

narrative's spiritual message. 

Table 1: Jeffers translation vs. Kyr's version of Psalm 130 

JEFFERS KYR 

1 Out of the depths I have cried to thee. Out of the depths I cry to you. 
2 Lord; O Lord 
3 O Lord, hear my voice. Lord, hear my voice! 
4 Let thy ears be attentive Let your ears be attentive 
5 To the voice of my supplication. To the voice of my pleading 
6 If thou, O Lord, will have marked iniquities. 
7 Lord, who %viU withstand? 
8 But with you there is forgiveness; 
9 And on account of your law O Lord, hear my voice 
10 I have waited for you, O Lord. I wait for you. 
11 My soul trusts in his word; My soul waits, 
12 My soul hopes in the Lord. And in your voice I hope. 
13 Out of the depths I cry to you. 
14 O Lord. 
15 My soul longs for you, 
16 From the morning watch More than those 
17 Even unto night who watch for daybreak. 
18 Let Israel hope in the Lord. 
19 For with the Lord there is mercy. 
20 And with him there is plenteous redemption. 
21 And he shall redeem Israel from all its iniquities. 

Kyr's preference for direct simplicity in text is in keeping with his overall 

approach to the passion setting. Kyr writes: 

In the Passion According to Four Evangelists, I hope that the power 
of the story is felt through the starkness and clarity of the musical 
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expression. I can assure the listener that I was not interested in 
reflecting any current trend or style or fad (nor was I trying to load 
the work with historical references)- for each scene, I have strived 
to compose music which proceeds from the inner core of the 
narrative. I have tried to convey only the essential- no more, no 
less. Beyond that, I have let the story speak for itself.^ 

Now that the text sources of The Passion According to Four Evangelists 

have been explored, let us examine how range is used as the elemental 

expressive musical device in "Out of the Depths." In the beginning of the motet, 

the choir sings Lines 1-2 of the text [Figure 1]. Sopranos are omitted, and the alto, 

bass, and tenor parts sing in the lowest part of their range, outside their area of 

comfort. This extremely low range is an elective means of suggesting the 

spiritual depths experienced by those waiting for Jesus' resiurection. 

Slow 
(J  = 63) 
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to 
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Figure 1: "Out of the Depths," p. 1, mm. 1-4 
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Later Kyr explores range in a totally different manner. Line 12 reads "and 

in your voice I hope." The tenors ascend to the height of their range with 

fervent intensity on the word "hope." The altos magnify this expression by 

singing in unison with the tenors on the same text [Figxire 2]. 

Immediately following this dramatic outcry, it is silence, not sound, that 

furthers the expression of the text. After the exclamation "I hope," there is a 

sense that the singers are listening for a response ft'om God, but receiving no 

answer. This silence contains within it a quality of reflection and waiting. 

f moito crtsc mtigQ 

p 
molto eresc. 

 ̂ liinga 

bopc. 

Figure 2: "Out of the Depths," p. 4, mm. 24-26 
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When the music returns after this pause, it is distinguished by a reprise of 

the text and music used at the beginning of the motet. However, now both the 

melodic material and the texture are varied. While the beginning of the work 

omitted sopranos, now Kyr includes them in the texture, creating a symbolic 

representation that now, all of himianity is crying out to the Lord in longing. 

The title of this work, however, is "Out of the Depths." Kyr does not 

choose to end the piece in the depths. Just as those watching for Jesus were 

transformed through the active waiting and hoping in God, so are the singers 

transformed musically. The beginning of the piece was set in f minor in the 

lowest part of the singer's range. The end of the piece cadences in F Major on the 

words "daybreak" (Line 17), set in the most comfortable part of the singer's 

range [Figure 3]. 
molto lit , 

Figure 3: "Out of the Depths," p. 7, mm. 48-end 
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This new exploration of range, no longer the lowest or the highest part, 

but now the most comfortable, is a reflection of the words "daybreak," in which 

one can literally imagine the sun coming up on those who watch and wait The 

ending chord of F Major hints at the possibility of spiritual resolution, but the 

text is less resolved, omitting the affirmative traditional proclamation, which 

reads, "Let Israel hope in the Lord/For with the Lord there is mercy/ And with 

Him there is plenteous redemption./And He shall redeem Israel from all its 

iniquities/' It is not until the final Epilogue that follows "Out of the Depths" that 

Kyr is able to resolve the passion definitively, with the shimmering and ecstatic 

proclamation, "O One! O Eternal! O One Eternal Living God! Ever and Always 

Within! Alleluia." 
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"Canticle of the Brother Sun" 

"Canticle of the Brother Sun" is the second movement of a three 

movement work entitled Italian Motets. Italian Motets was conunissioned by the 

Portland-based Concord Choir for their 1999 tour to Italy. Robert Kyr used the 

choir's three performance destinations (Florence, Assisi, and Rome) as the 

inspiration for the text source of the three movements. The first movement, a 

madrigal entitled "Fuggite L'foco" (Flee the Fire), uses a text that originates from 

Florence, combining texts written by Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564) and 

Leonardo da Vind (1452-1519). "Canticle of the Brother Sun" was written with 

the town of Assisi in mind, using text by St. Francis of Assisi. The third 

movement is related to Rome and uses a sacred Latin text entitled "O Lux," in 

keeping with the Catholic orientation of the papal city. 

The text of "Canticle of the Brother Sun" was written by Saint Francis of 

Assisi (c. 1181-1226). Saint Frands was the founder of the Franciscan order of 

Catholicism. Early in his life. Saint Francis dreamed of being a troubadour. 

Though he abandoned this aspiration in order to become a monk, he continued 

to write prayers and hymns for worship. One of Saint Frands' most important 

innovations was his insistence that prayers be redted in the vernacular, so that 

their message could be understood by all people. Saint Frands' vemacidar at 

this time was Umbrian, a regional dialect of Italian, and this was the language he 
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used in "Canticle of the Brother Sun." The complete poem, translated into 

English for the purpose of analysis (Kyr's setting is in Umbrian), is provided 

below in Table 2: 

Table 2: Saint Francis of Assisi's poem (source material for Kyr's "Canticle of 
the Brother Sun") 

1 Sec. 1 Most High, All Powerful, Good Lord 
2 Yours are the praises, the glory, the honor and all blessing 
3 To You alone. Most High, do they belong 

4 Sec. 2 Praised be you, my Lord with all your creatures, especially Brother Sun, 
5 Who is the day and through whom You give us light 
6 And he is beautiful and radiant with great splendor 
7 And bears a likeness of You, Most High One. 

8 Sec. 3 Praised be you, my Lord, through Sister Moon and the stars 
9 In heaven you formed them clear and precious and beautiful 

10 Sec. 4 Praised be you, my Lord, through Brother Wind 
11 And through the air, cloudy and serene and every kind of weather 
12 Through which you give sustenance to your creatures 

13 Sec. 5 Praised be you, my Lord, through Sister Water 
14 Which is very useful and humble and precious and chaste 

15 Sec. 6 Praised be you, my Lord, through Brother Fire 
16 Through whom you light the night 
17 And he is beautiful and playful and robust and strong 

18 Sec. 7 Praised be you, my Lord, through our sister Mother Earth 
19 Who sustains and governs us, 
20 And who produces varied fruits with colored flowers and herbs 

21 Sec. 8 Blessed are those who endure in peace 
22 For by You, Most High, they shall be crowned. 
23 Praise and bless my Lord and give Him thanks 
24 And serve him with great humility. 

Kyr's setting of the St. Frands text for music remains remarkably ^thful 

to the original poem. Sections 1-7 are retained verbatim, with the exception of 



Line 3 of the Saint Francis text, which is omitted in Kjn-'s version. However, 

instead of including all of Section 8 as it appears in Lines 21-24, Kyr opted to 

distill the concepts set forth in the poem into a series of eight words. Using a 

condensed group of words to serve as the symbolic focus point for the original 

text is a technique Kyr calls "creating emblematic texts."8 

Table 3: Section 8 of St. Frands text contrasted with Robert Kyr's "emblematic 
text" 

ST. FRANCIS KYR 
Sec. 8 Blessed are those who endure in peace Sec. 8 Praise 

For by You, Most High, they shall be crowned. God 
In Peace 

Praise and biess my Lord and give Him thanks Praise 
And serve him with great humility In Light 

Praise 
Praise 
Praise 

"Canticle of the Brother Sun" begins with a brief introductory prayer 

(Section 1). The final section. Section 8, contains the emblematic prayer 

previously discussed. The middle sections (Sections 2-7) all share the same 

affirmation "Praised be you, my Lord," in their initial lines, followed by an 

element of nature through which the praise is manifest. Each element of nature 

is given either a masculine or feminine identity. In Section 2, praise is directed to 

Brother Sun (Line 4). In Section 3, praise is bestowed upon Sister Moon (Line 8). 

In Section 4, Brother Wind is praised (Line 10), as is Sister Water in Section 5 
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(Line 13). The sequence of praise continues in Section 6 with Brother Fire (Line 

15), and Section 7 with Mother Earth (Line 18). 

The strength in textural structure is evident in the poem itself the two 

outer sections create introductory and concluding prayers, within which the 

middle sections, with their textual refrain, maintain thematic unity. In his 

setting, Kyr allowed textual structure to inspire musical structure. As the poem 

contains eight sections (including the introduction), so is the music divided into 

eight sections, each with a new tempo and texture. 

The introduction of the poem is a hailing of the greatest power and glory 

of God, called by Saint Francis "Most High, all Powerful." Kyr labels this section 

in the music "Introit: Altissimu (Most High)." To create a unified proclamation 

of praise, the choir sings the text in unison, in the tradition of medieval 

plainchant. The monophonic sound of plainchant was a very real part of Saint 

Francis' musical world, since he lived during medieval times. 

Kyr highlights the alternation of masculine and feminine elements seen in 

the Saint Francis poem by alternating the use of male and female voices of the 

chorus. For instance,^ when the text is referring to "Sister Water/' Kyr uses only 

female voices, and when the text is referring to "Brother Fire," he uses only male 

voices. 

Kjrr's choice to alternate between female and male choristers is clearly 

inspired by the text, but he was also influenced by a historical reason. Saint 
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Francis of Assisi had a close fiiend named Clare Sdffi (1194-1253), who left her 

family to join St. Francis as a young girl. With his encouragement, she founded a 

sisterhood at San Damiano, called "the poor Clares." She remained with Saint 

Francis throughout his lifetime, and became a kind of spiritual soulmate to him. 

When writing "Canticle of the Brother Sim," Kyr sought to pay homage to their 

sacred relationship. Within Saint Freds' reference to "Brother" and "Sister" 

elements, Kyr forged a connection to "Brother" Francis and his "Sister" Clare. 

The final section, as was previously discussed, contains a crystallization of 

the concepts contained in the original St. Francis poem. In like manner, the 

harmonic centers used in the final chords of the work are encapsulations of 

earlier harmonic areas of the piece [Figure 4]. 
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MagniBcat 

Magnificat (̂ 9S6) is one of the earliest choral works written by Robert 

Kyr. In an interview, Kyr spoke of how he came to decide to write MagniBcat 

The Magnificat has always been a spedal piece for me. Unlike 
most of the pieces that I've written, it did not come about through a 
commission or request. I simply woke up one day and had a strong, 
undeniable spiritual impulse to write a Magnificat. It literally 
wouldn't let go of me; the work arose from a strong spiritual impulse 
that was beyond my conscious mind. 

I wrote the piece rather quickly in a manner that was familiar to 
me. First, I read the text and internalized it completely. Then, from 
within, I created the music and text together as one entity, as though I 
myself were the author of the text. I wrote out the work from the 
beginning to the end, without stopping or turning back; it literally 
poured out from the first to the last note. I wrote it out in pencil at 
home, which was unusual for me since I almost always work at my 
office. It was as though I couldn't get out of the door in order to go to 
my office. 

And you asked me how this piece from 1986 compares to my 
later choral works...it is a seed that was planted through the inner life 
of the text itself. After all, the Magnificat text is about the planting of a 
seed. It's not a physical seed, of course, but it's a divine seed that takes 
root in the human body...a human life. To me, my experience of 
composing the Magnificat came to be a metaphor for composing itself, 
or for any creation that's inspired from beyond the individual. In this 
sense, the individual is the vehicle and the nature of the expression is 
being delivered through that individual, often without a conscious 
awareness of its implications and consequences. This work has a 
special place for me because in many ways it was the seed for the 
many choral works that followed.^ 

The text of Magnificat is a rendering "for music" that closely resembles 

Jeffers' translation.^" In Table 4, observe a comparison between the two versions: 
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Table 4: Jeffers' version of Magnificat coD\xas\ed with Robert Kyr's 
version 

JEFFERS KYR 
1 My soul magnifies the Lord My soul doth magnify the Lord 
2 And my spirit has rejoiced and my spirit hath rejoiced 
3 In God my saviour in God, in God, my saviour 
4 For he has regarded the low estate For he hath regarded the lowliness 
5 Of his handmaiden: of his handmaiden; 
6 For behold, henceforth all generations For behold, from henceforth all generations 
7 Shall call me blessed. Shall call me blessed. 
8 For he who is mighty For he that is mighty 
9 Has done great things to me; hath magnified me 
10 And holy is his name and holy is his name. 
11 And his mercy is on them and his mercy is on them 
12 who fear him that fear him 
13 from generation to generation throughout all generations 
14 He has shown strength with his ann; He hath shown strength with his hand 
15 He has scattered the proud. He hath scattered the proud 
16 Even the arrogant of heart In the imagination of their hearts. 
17 He has deposed the mighty He hath put down the mighty 
18 From their seats from their seat 
19 And exalted the humble and hath exalted the humble and the meek 
20 The hungry he has filled He hath filled the hungry 
21 with good things with good things 
22 And the rich he has sent empty away. And the rich he hath sent empty away 
23 He has helped his servant Israel He hath remembered his faithful servant 
24 In remembrance of his mercy. 
25 As it was spoken to our fathers. 
26 To Abraham and his seed forever. 
27 My soul doth magnify the Lord 
28 And my spirit hath rejoiced in God, 
29 In God my saviour 
30 Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, 
31 And to the Holy Spirit And to the Holy Ghost 
32 As it was in the beginning, is now. As it was in the beginning, is now. 
33 And ever shall be. And ever shall be. 
34 world without end. Amen. A world without end. Amen. 

Kyr has chosen to simplify the text by omitting several lines (Lines 24-26) 

as he did in "Out of the Depths." Once again, he has chosen to tell a story—in this 

case, Mary's story—by focusing on its most universal elements. Mary's 
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acceptance of God's will is presented as a spiritual affirmation that transcends 

culture and time. 

A variety of devices are introduced by Kyr to bring out the meaning of the 

text. Of utmost importance is Kyr's decision to use a soprano soloist in the role 

of Mary, allowing her to emerge near the end of the work on the words "And my 

spirit" [Figme 5]. 

It is significant to note how Mary's line is developed on the word "spirit." 

Her first phrase, in bar 79-81, begins at the top of her range, on a high G that rises 

to A on the word "spirit," then rapidly descends to the D above middle C (a drop 

of an octave and a half). The sixteenth notes that make up most of Mary's 

rh3rthms are extended into sextuplets in the middle of bar 81. In bar 82, she soars 

upwards again, first in a rapid octave jump, then filling in the line up to a high A 

by the middle of bar 83. A third phrase is initiated in bar 84, which is left 

incomplete and extended into the phrase of bar 85, by far the most dramatic due 

to the aggressive climb from a low D to high Bb with ever more active rhythms. 

In this case, sixteenth notes become triplet sixteenth notes, which become 

thirty second notes. The potency of the extreme range in use is intensified by a 

fermata specified on the high Bb, after which the soprano dips again down an 

octave, followed immediately by a sextuplet ascent back to high G (bar 87). The 

fluid and diaphanous quality of the Holy Spirit is apparent in Mary's extremely 

florid lines that arc and dip in rapid conjunct motion, and encompass the entire 
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soprano riinge. The swift movement and grand dimensions of range in Mary's 

melismas give an impression of the joyful abandon with which Mary accepted 

Gabriel's message and chose to bear Jesus into the world. 

While Mary's part is florid and high, a tripartite texture of alto, tenor, and 

bass, accompany her in the opposite extreme, singing very low, with slow, 

steady rhythms. The choir provides the harmonic foundation over which Mary 

is able to soar in active melismas. Mary and choir share the phrase "and my 

spirit" in bars 79-80, but after this point Mary begins to sing on the neutral 

syllable "ah." The choir carries the text "hath rejoiced" as Mary reaches her 

highest note at bar 86, holding a high Bb on a fermata. The emotion within 

Mary's virtuosic vocal line, sung without text, is defined by the words "hath 
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rejoiced," in the choral parts. It is as though the choir, representing the 

community of believers, is able to articiilate feelings that, to Mary, are so 

overwhelming that she can only express them with sounds beyond words. 

After this moment where both Mary and her commimity proclaim the joy 

of the coming of Christ, an important shift of texture occurs. At bar 87, the 

tempo slows considerably, and Mary sings by herself the text "in God." Her 

melody drops an octave with a decrescendo on the word "in," followed by a 

pause, and finally the text "God." On this word "God," Mary holds on a G, then 

slides (portamento) down a tenth to a low B natural, which is held by a fermata. 

AH of these indications; the slower tempo, reduction in dynamic, and dropping 

from the top of her range to the lowest portion of her range; suggest a change in 

emotion and intent. The choir answers Mary's expressive shift with their own 

extremely quiet and low statement of the words "in God," with basses dropping 

to a low C, and the altos to a low E. Both of these notes are as low as these 

sections can sing and are, in fact, outside of the possible range for many fine 

singers. Kyr's intent in setting the text "in God" in this manner was to feature 

Mary's humility; the gesture of "bowing low;" while she may rejoice in her 

assignment, she is also hiunbled by the importance of the responsibility of her 

task.^^ A foreshadowing of the inevitable suffering and crucifixion of her son is 

hinted at in this musical moment, full of wonder, htmiility, and a degree of 

gravity. 
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The predominant texture of Magnificat is homophonic, with syllabic text 

settings. When Kyr deviates from this primary texture, it is to achieve a clearer 

expression of specific words. The word "rejoiced" bursts into melismas in bar 8, 

expanding out of the syllabic homophony of previous bars [Figure 6]. 
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Figure 6: Magnificat, p. 4, mm. 7-9 

A second melismatic expansion occurs on the word "magnified" (bar 31). 

Here the word itself is magnified musically by an entrance into polyphonic 

texture. Each part plays against the other with active contrapuntal liveliness 

[Figure 7]. 
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In bar 47, the words "he hath shown strength with his hand" are painted 

with a strength in counterpoint that surfaces through the use of systematic 

mutation. The primary motive is introduced by the sopranos, imitated at the 

fifth by the altos, at the octave by the tenors, and the lower fifth by the basses. 

A less stable sequence of entering pitches is used for the words "he hath 

scattered." Here Kyr initiates imitative entrances a fifth apart on aU lines 

(beginning with a G in the soprano part, a C in the alto part, an F in the tenor 

part, and an A#, or enharmonic Bb, in the bass part). This pattern of imitation is 

far less traditional, and creates a more scattered sphere of tonality than that used 

in bar 47, because there is no longer an octave doubling between the sopranos 

and tenors. Even the melody being imitated reflects the word "scattered," 

because it contains mixed modal, rather than tonal, scalar material [Figure 8]. 
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A homophonic texture returns at the word "hearts" and continues in 

homophony with the words "He hath put down the mighty from their seat" and 

"He hath exalted the hiunble and meek." However, when the words read "He 

hath fiUed the hungry with good things," an imitative texture surfaces with a 

motive that, when sung by all parts in succession, literally fiUs in a descending f 

Phrygian modal scale [Figure 9]. 
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The use of pitch to represent textual ideas is a concept somewhat outside 

the scope of this paper, but in Magniffcatan example so striking surfaces that it 

demands docxmientation. At the end of Magnificat, Robert Kyr uses the entire 
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gamut of pitches—a complete chromatic sweep of 12 notes—as the roots of each 

chord of the choral" Amen"s. Mary has just completed her ecstatic sweep up to 

a high B on the text "ever shall be," and has simg with the sopranos and the rest 

of the choir the words "a world without end, a world without end." The choir 

and soloist then sing together 6 statements of the word "Amen" [Figure 10]. 

The pitches of the roots of each chord are as follows: G (Major), D (Major) 

A (minor), E (Major), B (minor), F# (minor), C# (minor), G# (Major), D# (Major), 

Bb (minor), F (Major), C (minor). Considering the tonal nature of Magnificat, the 

use of all twelve pitches in only seven measures is a radical musical statement. 

Kyr noted that his choice to set the words "Amen" in this manner relates to the 

meaning of the word "Amen," which translates "So be it." The use of the entire 

chromatic range of pitches represents the commmiity's complete support of 

Mary's mission; in turn, this use of the twelve pitches foreshadows Jesus' total 

acceptance of all dimensions of human experience, including his own violent 

death.^2 

A final set of "Amen" statements follow, this time with Mary emerging 

out of the choral texture with distinctly melismatic, mixed modal melodies that 

lie in contrast to the choir's slower moving rhythms [Figure 11]. The mixed 

modal quality of her melodies resembles the pitch content of ancient Jewish 

chants with which Mary would have been quite familiar. 
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A final count of all the "Amen" statements in Magniffcatyields a number 

of thirteen. Kyr related that this niunber represents the twelve disciples plus 

Jesus. It acts as a reminder that, when Mary accepted the calling of the 

Aimunciation, she also accepted everything that Jesus would create in the world, 

including the relationship with his disdples and all of his teachings, 
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"Early Light/A Hair of Sound" 

In Songs of the Shining Wind, Movement 4 ("Early Light/ A Hair of 

Sound"), Robert K3rr applies his principles of combining text with music within a 

new mediiun: an isorhythmic motet for solo voices (mezzo soprano, 

countertenor, and tenor). A rich tapestry of meaning surfaces through the 

simultaneous combination of two texts in time; this textural device forms what 

K3nr caUs a "contrapuntal text." Musical texture is used to reinforce the texts, 

while giving order and form to the complex joining of ideas. This discussion will 

look first at the texts individually, then in combination, and finally, at how they 

are combined with music. '̂* 

Contrapimtal Text A Tapestry of Meaning 

Son̂  of the Shining Wind is a collection of motets and madrigals that 

employs texts h'om diverse cultures and historical time periods, all translated 

into English by W.S. Merwin. All of the texts were chosen by Kyr "for their 

inherent musicality...certain universal concerns resonate within them, especially 

regarding love, its loss, and its probable (or improbable) endiu-ance beyond the 

sphere of human suffering."^= 

The thematic focus of love and loss is expressed in two poems combined 

in "Early Light/A Hair of Sound." The poem entitled Early Light vf as written by 
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Niu Hsi Chi in the 8th century, while the second poem, A Hair of Sound, was 

written significantly earlier, by Kalidasa in the 5th century. 

E Ĵy Lightcsun. be likened to a medieval "alba," or dawn song, where two 

lovers face one another in the early morning and sing of parting. The poem 

follows in Table 5: 

Table 5: Early Light, text by Niu Hsi Chi 

1 Where the mist has torn 
2 The hills are the color of spring 
3 The sky is whitening 
4 Not many stars are left 
3 The fragment of moon is going out 
6 But your face in the early light 
7 Glitters 
8 Now we must separate 
9 After all the words 
10 Nothing is eased 
11 Turn your head I have something to add 
12 You will remember 
13 My skirt of green silk woven loosely 
14 The new grass will remind you of it everywhere 

The woman's love leads her to see her lover's face as brighter than the 

moon: "The fragment of moon is going out/But your face in the early 

light/Glitters" (Lines 5-7). The importance of the separation is signified by its 

mention at the mid-point of the poem. The poem's sense of hope is enlivened 

when the tense shifts from present (Lines 1-11) to future (Lines 12-14), and the 

perspective of loss is changed to that of remembrance. 
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A Hair of Sound \xses an implied narrator to tell the story of a man who 

cannot understand why his happiness is shadowed by a remembrance of loss 

[Table 6]: 

Table 6: A Hair of Sound, text by Kalidasa 

1 Even the man who is happy 
2 Glimpses something 
3 A hair of sound touches him 
4 And his heart overflows with a longing 
5 He does not recognize 
6 Then it must be that he is remembering 
7 In a place out of reach 
8 Shapes he has loved 
9 In a life before this 
10 The print of them still there in him waiting 

Robert Kjrr's intent in combining these diverse texts was to suggest a 

dialogue between the characters of the two poems, simg simultaneously in 

time.i^ Kyr is often interested in using the dimension of time to bring forth new 

meanings that would not exist if a poem was being read off the page. In this 

work, the sensation is created of two lovers, the woman of EarJy Light said the 

man of A flair of Sound, singing to one another across time and space. 

The juxtaposition of these two texts creates a sophisticated joining and 

reinforcement of ideas which have their own logical development in meaning, 

moving from nature to humanity to emotion, and, finally, the hope of unity 

through remembrance. 
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In Table 7, Lines 1-5 of Early Light axe combined with Lines 1-3 of A Hair 

of Sound: 

Table 7: Early Light, Lines 1-5 and A Hair of Sound, Lines 1-3 

In Kyr's musical realization of the two poems, occasionally words from A 

Hair o/5bunc/overlap with the next line of Eariy Light Those words are listed 

here in brackets. The concept of light ("early light") is combined with that of 

soimd ("a hair of soimd"), both being phenomena of nature. This thematic 

connection serves to set the scene for the introduction of the two lovers. 

Table 8 combines Lines 6-8 of Early Light laxd Lines 4-5 of A Hair of 

Sound. Here the focus shifts from that of nature to that of humanity and the 

body. By combining these poems in time, the illusion is created that the two 

lovers are able to look upon one another, a "glittering face" meeting an 

"overflowing heart." At the same time, the themes of separation and longing are 

also united, reflecting an emotional connection between the two characters. 

Early Light 
Where the mist has torn 
the hills 
Are the color 
Of spring 
The sky 
Is whitening 
Not many stars are left 
The h^gment of moon 
Is going out 

A Hair of Sound 
Even the man who is happy 
[happy] glimpses 
gUmpses something 
[something] a hair 
of sound 
[sound] touches him 
a hair of sound touches 
a hair of sound touches him 
a hair of sound [touches him] 
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Table 8; EarJy Light, Lines 6-8 and A Hair of Sound, Lines 4-5 

But your face 
In the early light 
Glitters 
Now we must separate 

and his heart overflows 
[overflows] the body 
with a longing 
[longing] with a longing [he does not recognize] 

In Table 9, Lines 9-11 of Early Light lae juxtaposed with Lines 6-7 of A 

Hair of Sound. An important shift of perspective now occurs in Early Ught, 

where the words "turn your head (Line 11)" literally foreshadow the turning of 

time from present tense to future tense, which occurs within the next line of 

poetry; "you will remember (Line 12)." At the same time, A Hair of Sound's 

perspective also shifts its focus towards remembrance. Thus, the focus of the 

two texts continues to display impressive and deliberate unity. 

Table 9: Early Light, Lines 9-11 and A Hair of Sound, Lines 6-7 

After all the words Then it must be 
Nothing is eased [be] that he is 
Turn your head that he is 
I have something to add remembering in a place [out of reach] 

Table 10 rounds out the textual combinations, continuing the theme of 

remembrance to the end of both poems. 
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Table 10: Early Light, Lines 12-14 and A Hair of Sound, Lines 8-10 

You will remember 
My skirt of green silk 
Woven loosely 
The new grass 
Will remind you 
Of it every 
Everywhere 

shapes he has loved 
[loved] shapes he 
[he] has loved [he has loved] 
ina life 
before 
this the print of them 
still there in him waiting 

By setting two poems simultaneously, Kyr is able to create a complex 

texture of ideas. In the next section, note how Kyr's musical ideas both reinforce 

and intensify the textual ideas, while also creating a needed sense of order and 

unity that offsets the complexity of the text-setting. 

Songs of the Shining Wind yf as composed for Ensemble Project Ars Nova 

(PAN), an medieval music ensemble (now defunct) that consisted of Laurie 

Monahan, mezzo soprano; Michael CoUver, countertenor; John Fleagle, tenor; 

Shira Kammen, vielle; and Crawford Young, lute. The movement reveals Kyr's 

respect for early music not only in his chosen personnel, but in its form, an 

isorhythmic double motet. Though Kyr sees his music as employing methods 

from Medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque periods, his use of these styles is free 

and always reflects his personal style. 

The music of "Early Light/A Hair of Sound" is set forth in six main 

sections. Section 1 is a monody set without bar lines, which I have designated 

It' 'Early Light/A Hair of Sound": Music 
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Bar 1. Section 2 consists of Bars 2-47, and Section 3 consists of Bars 48-71. 

Section 4 is also a monody without bar lines, which I have designated Bar 72. 

Section 5 consists of Bars 73-118, and Section 6 consists of Bars 119 to 145. 

Texture helps to delineate the form of the work. Sections 1 and 4 are sung 

monophonicaUy and divide the movement into two even halves (the first half 

consists of Bars 1-71, the second half of Bars 72-145). The other four sections 

(Sections 2, 3,5, and 6) are sung polyphonically. 

Section 1 introduces the main motive of the piece. The countertenor sings 

Lines 1-8 of Early monophonicaUy in free rhythm, "in the spirit of 

troubadoiu- song" [Figure 12].'̂  

'Tsae&lJsLtip 
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Figure 12: "Early Ught/A Hair of Sound," p. 31, m. 1 (excerpt only) 
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Section 2 develops the main motive in a new way, setting it in cantus 

firmus style of long held rhythms, sung now by the tenor a perfect fifth below 

the original statement. The juxtaposition of texts seen in Figure 13 is achieved 

polyphonically, where mezzo soprano and countertenor sing the text of A Hair 

of Sound in rapid, florid countermelodies that accompany the tenor, who sings 

the text of Early Ught\?i^aie 13]. 

- van ikc 

MR i -moit 

ike, hilli 

Figure 13: "Early Light/A Hair of Sound," p. 32, nun. 2-11 

In Section 3, the polyphonic interplay continues. The voices now sing the 

texts of Table 8. The cantus firm us continues in the tenor line, while the mezzo 

soprano and coimtertenor vary their melismatic accompaniment slightly, with 
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new rhythms and harmonies. Note the extremely florid treatment of the word 

"overflows" in the two upper lines [Figure 14]. 

Ids luaft  ̂

tAT 

Figure 14: "Early Light/A Hair of Sound," p. 34, nun. 47-56 

Section 4 lies at the heart of the musical and textual setting. Here Kyr's 

decision to set the main motive isorhythmically is paramoimt in importance, for 

as the textual shift in meaning witnessed in Table 9 occurs, Kyr transforms the 

cantus firmus melody into its inversion [Figure 15]. 

The text "turn your head" {Early Light, Line 11) is accompanied by Kjrr's 

decision to turn the cantus firmus on its head, into inverted form. views this 

moment in time to be the instant at which the mezzo soprano, who previously 
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FigurelS: "Early Light/AHairofSound,"p. 35, m. 72 

sang only in A Hair of Sound, is transported across time and space into the first 

poem. Early Light Kyr creates this transformation to serve as a symbol of love's 

endurance across time and space.^^ 

Section 5 features the mezzo soprano, now in the world of Early Light, 

singing her text in cantus firmus style, still inverted from the original [Figure 16]. 

She begins her statement a perfect fifth higher than the inverted statement sung 

in Section 4. Kjrr's attention to S3rmmetry is evident when one considers that the 

same cantus firmus was sung* a perfect fifth lower in Section 2 than it was in 

Section 1. The decision to raise the mezzo soprano's cantus firmus a perfect fifth 

also demonstrates a dramatic use of melodic range. 
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Figure 16: "Early Light/ A Hair of Sound," p. 36, mm. 73-87 

The tenor and countertenor accompany the mezzo soprano from Section 5 

through to the end of the work, using an exact duplication of the rhythms used 

in the accompanying figures of Sections 2 and 3. The rhythms sung by the tenor 
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in Sections 5-6 are identical to those sung by the countertenor in Sections 2-3. 

Conversely, the rhythms simg by the countertenor in Section 5-6 are identical to 

those simg by the mezzo soprano in Sections 2-3. This attention to symmetry 

allows Kyr to maintain a sense of order despite the complex combination of texts 

and music. 

Songs of the Shining Wind is one of many examples of how Kyr uses the 

texture of combined texts, as well as musical texture, to create meaning in his 

music. The weaving of two texts together in the dimension of time, 

"contrapuntal text," allows K)rr to develop and reinforce ideas in a complex, 

subtle manner. Musical texture is an important structural device that illuminates 

the intent of the words while creating a needed clarity, form, and balance for the 

listener. 
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On the Nature o£ Creation 

On the Nature of Creation was commissioned by the Oregon Repertory 

Singers for their spring performance entitled World Music2000: A Global 

Celebration. It is a cycle of four motets employing a broad spectrum of creation 

texts from around the world. Of the piupose of the work, Kyr writes in his 

program notes: 

As I considered possible millennial themes, I imagined the 
future. From my ever-expanding wish list, a single hope kept 
resiu-facing—that our society will encourage creativity in all fields 
in a more significant way than in the past. Especially in education 
and the arts, 1 envision a revitalized role for music as a life-
affirming and harmonizing force within society. As I explored my 
hopes, I focused on the theme of creation and its relationship to 
music, in particular. I decided to write my own texts for music, as I 
have often done, since I am both a composer and writer. I began to 
study texts and creation stories from many cultures. Soon, I 
discovered that certain images recur in creation myths from around 
the world. I began my cycle of four choral motets with a text 
woven from ancient sources: Genesis and the Rig Veda. These texts 
are central to several world religions—Judaism, Christianity, and 
Hinduism—and hence, my composite text affirms the unity of 
hiunankind.^^ 

"bi the Beginning" 

The first movement of On the Nature of Creation is entitled "In the 

Beginning." In Table 11, the composite text created by Kyr combines material 

from Genesis and the Rig Veda: 
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Table 11: In the Beginning, text rendered by Robert Kyr from Genesis and 
Rig Veda 

1 In the beginning 
2 Darkness was in darkness— 
3 All was water 
4 Neither death nor eternity. 
5 Neither night nor day— 
6 Only one breathing 
7 By its own impulse. 
8 In the beginning, 
9 God created the heavens 
10 And the earth. 
11 The earth was without form 
12 And void. 
13 And darkness was upon 
14 The face of the deep 
15 And the spirit of God 
16 Was moving 
17 Over the face 
18 Of the waters 
19 And God said. 
20 "Let there be light" 

Lines 1-7 come from the Rig Veda text; lines 8-20 derive from Genesis. It 

is striking to note that both accovmts use the words "In the beginning," both refer 

to darkness, and both describe how water was the sole element in existence prior 

to the creation of the earth. A final corrolation may be seen between the line 

"one breathing by its own impulse" of the Rig Veda and the line "the spirit of 

God was moving" of Genesis. Kyr's choice to combine the two texts in tight 

succession, emphasizing the similarities of the creation accounts, leads to a 

similarly well constructed musical structure, where texture plays an elemental 

role in developing the meaning of the words. 



The importance of texture as expressive device in depicting the creation is 

evident from the very beginning of the movement [Figure 17]. 

In Deepest Mystery 
(J = 52, ma nbalo) 

Soprapo 

Figure 17: "In the Beginning," pp. 1-2, mm. 1-17 
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The movement begins in unison, with sopranos omitted and the altos 

singing at the lowest part of their range, doubled by tenors and basses. As the 

telling of the creation tale imfolds, so too does the texture unfold into larger and 

larger dimensions. In Bar 5 the first interval emerges, a kind of "little creation" 

springing up out of the primordial unison of the previous bars. The appearance 

of this first interval is synonymous with the division of the tenor line into two 

separate parts. The end of this phrase cadences on a minor third (Bar 6). By Bar 

10, the end of the next phrase, this minor third has been expanded to include a 

fifth, creating the first triad of the work. At Bar 15, a Db minor triad is followed 

by a Db Major triad, as the bass line is divided into two parts. 

From the beginning of the movement through Bar 15, dynamics slowly 

rise h'om pianississimo to molto forte, and phrase lengths gradually extend. 

Most significantly, uses the expansion of the choral texture, from a single 

unison to a five part texture by Bar 15, to embody the concept of creation. By the 

end of the movement, this texture will expand to an extremely wide spacing of 

seventeen parts. has used the gradual creation of intervals and tonal 

elements of music to reflect the creation of the world. 

Close attention to declamation ensures that the text is clear to the listener 

in the beginning of this work. The stressed syllable of the word "beginning" 

appears on the downbeat of the second bar and its stress is further reinforced by 

its duration of a half note. The stressed syllables of key words such as darkness. 
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water, death, and eternity all appear on the downbeats of the bar. The 

expressive role of proper declamation is evident in Bar 16, where the text reads 

"Only one breathing by its own impulse (Lines 6-7)." Here stressed syllables on 

longer note values, paired with half step ascents and descents in parallel motion, 

literally embody the inhale and exhale of the word "breathing." 

The expansion and contraction of interval sizes is a crucial expressive 

element in "In the Begiiming." So too is the expansion of the overall texture, from 

one note in the beginning of the movement, to a seventeen part texture at the end. 

By far the most dramatic instance of textural expansion occurs in Figure 18. 

In Bar 39, what appears to be a large texture actually consists of only four 

parts. A core melody is sung in imison by the tenors, altos, and mezzo sopranos. 

Below the melody, three bass lines hold a long drone on an Eb minor triad. 

Thus, the unison melodic line paired with three divided parts yields a four-part 

texture. 

However, this core melody, sung by the Mezzo Soprano 1 in its entirety, 

serves as the seed for the development of all the other parts, and gradually the 

texture begins to expand. The Tenor 4 part is the first to peel o(f of the unison 

melody, holding on a Bb at Bar 40. Following the Tenor 4 is the Tenor 3, holding 

a Db in the latter part of the same bar. The Tenor 2's divide off the core melody 

in the next bar, followed in close succession by the Alto 4 and Tenor 1 in Bar 42. 

By Bar 47, the Alto 3, Mezzo Soprano 4, and Mezzo Soprano 3 are also holding 
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Figure 18: "In the Beginning," pp. 8-10, mm. 39-end 
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notes bom out of the seed melody sung by the Mezzo Soprano 1, forming a 

sizeable cluster of notes. Kyr's choice to build this cluster from the bottom of the 

range to the top was intended to emphasize the meaning of the text "And the 

spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters (Lines 15-18)." Both the 

appearance and sound of this cluster of notes resembles the formless, static, deep 

water written about in the Rig Veda and Biblical creation accounts, while the 

core melody embodies the concept of a spirit moving freely above this water. 

Kyr has created a texture that literally embodies "the spirit moving over the face 

of the waters" (Lines 15-18 paraphrased). 

Out of this thick texture, a single note emerges on the word "said" (bar 

57), sung by a soprano soloist on a note without a specific duration. A single 

note also closes the work, sung by the same singer with the specification that the 

note be simg "as long as possible." The radical use of a single singer to represent 

the spoken word of God, and the most significant act of creation, the creation of 

light, was intended by Kyr to represent God's immense power.^o To God, the 

creation of light was merely a simple gesture; God's power is so immense that it 

took only a whisper to breathe light into being. has used an extremely wide 

vocal texture to signify the depths of the waters, and then transformed this 

texture to its opposite, one single voice, to signify the creation of light. 

It is worth noting that Kyr ended this movement with the words "Let 

there be light." Light is an important refierential point for Kjrr throughout the 
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four movement cycle that makes up On the Nature of Creation. The first 

movement depicts the creation of light. The second movement describes 

Galileo's discovery of the source of light at the edge of the universe. The third 

movement begins with a prayer to the power of light with the words 

"Grandmother of light, as it is white, as it is bright" In the fourth movement, 

Kyr transforms the focus of "Let there be light" (movement 1) into his own poem 

entitled "Let there be Music." Over the course of the piece, God's will to create 

light ("Let there be light") becomes the catalyst for further creation ("Let there be 

Music"). The will to create light engenders the creation of music through 

hiunanity, and then, throughout the entire universe ("Let there be music in all 

realms of being"). In this sense, the force of light throughout all creation is 

comparable to the creation of music through all beings. Thus, "Let there be light" 

becomes "Let there be music" as the will-to-areate shifts from physical to artistic 

creation. 



"The Celestial Healer" 

The use of texture to embody musical ideas is further demonstrated in the 

second movement of On the Nature of Creation, entitled "The Celestial Healer." 

The material of the text is drawn from a letter written by Galileo Galilei (1564-

1642) to his friend and fellow scientist Johannes Kepler (1571-1630). Though 

Galileo did not invent the telescope, he made significant improvements to it, and 

was one of the first scientists to use it to view the night sky. 21 In his dream, 

Galileo literally becomes a telescope that allows him to transport across space 

and time to the end of the universe, which is completely dark except for one 

point of light. At first, Galileo thinks this point of light is a "lonely star" (Line 

14), but he soon realizes that it's a tear in the edge of universe, through which 

light is flowing. As Galileo gets even closer to the point of light, he sees that the 

"Hand of the Creator" (Line 26), is both creating and healing the tear in one 

eternal motion. The words, rendered by Kyr as text for music, are located in 

Table 12 on the following page. 
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Table 12: The Celestial Healer, text rendered by Robert Kyr from Galileo 
letter 

1 In a dream. 
2 I traveled through 
3 The cosmic night; 
4 Beyond Orion's swords. 
5 Beyond millions of stars. 
6 Beyond whirlwinds of space. 
7 And finally— 
8 I arrived 
9 In primal darkness. 
10 In the womb of all nights 
11 At the edge of that lost sky. 
12 Where I saw it 
13 A tremendous 
14 Lonely star. 
15 Ultimate brilliance 
16 Of a billion suns. 
17 More than quickly. 
18 Light was torn. 
19 And surging through 
20 Its h'ssures came: 
21 Molten rivers. 
22 Planets, 
23 Galaxies, 
24 Constellations— 
25 Now— 
26 Hand of the Creator 
27 In the only moment 
28 Pulling away 
29 And healing 
30 With light upon light 
31 As it pours 
32 And returns 
33 Through the tearing 
34 And closing 
35 Through the one motion 
36 Of the only hand 
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To depict the element of travel inherent in this text, along with the sense 

of the dreamlike unconscious, Kyr sets the beginning of "The Celestial Healer" 

with a double canon [Figure 19]. 
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Figitfe 19: "The Celestial Healer," p. 1, mm. 1-4 

This canon is somewhat unusual because its material is held in duet by 

two voice parts. The soprano and alto move in parallel and oblique motion, and 

their parts are duplicated one octave below by the tenor and bass exactly two 

quarter notes behind. The men's parts have been bracketed with ligatures 

throughout the canon to enstue that the rendering of the canon is stylistically 

accurate, with a metric stress identical to that of the women's lines. For instance, 

for the women, the word "dream" is naturally stressed because it lies on the 
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downbeat. The ligatures guide the eye, reminding the men that they should also 

sing their statement of the word "dream" as though it were on a downbeat. 

By setting the parts in canon, a displaced sense of time surfaces in the 

music. This shift in the perception of time may be likened to the shift of time that 

occurs in Einstein's theory of relativity, where the closer one comes to 

approaching the speed of light, the more slowly time passes around them. The 

text inspires Kjn-'s decision to end this dreamlike canon, and bring the choir back 

to a homophonic texture on the words "finally I arrived" (Figure 20]. The 

musical arrival to homophonic texture is synonymous with Galileo's arrival at 

the edge of the universe. 
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Figure 20: "The Celestial Healer," p. 2, mm. 13-16 
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Later, in Figure 21, K)rr returns to the material of this initial canon, using it 

on a much grander scale to reflect Galileo's discovery of "molten rivers, planets, 

galcixies, constellations (Lines 21-24)." 
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Figure 21: "The Celestial Healer," pp. 8-9, mm. 4549 

Here Kyr has set the texture into eight parts; double the size of that seen 

in the beginning of the movement. The basses and altos share the same motives, 

simg in a free canonic style, three quarter notes apart. The melodic material in 

use is the same seen between the sopranos and altos at the beginning of the 

movement. Likewise, the sopranos and tenors also share the same motives. 

Their parts are somewhat more complex, because each section is singing 
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canonically with itself while also working canonically with another voice part 

The Tenor 2 enters first, echoed by the Tenor 1 an eighth note later. This same 

motive then surfaces in the Soprano 2 part, echoed by the Soprano 1 an eighth 

note later. The grandeur of this complex texture successfully depicts the 

magnificent visions within Galileo's dream, in which a plethora of God's 

creations rushes forth with volcanic intensity and power. 

The resolution of the previous imitative canon was initiated by the text 

"finally I arrived." In similar fashion, the imitative texture that birthed "molten 

rivers, planets, galaxies, constellations" surges into homophony on the downbeat 

of Bar 56, on the word, "Now." "Now" is one of the few words that is not 

present in the original Galileo letter. Kyr inserted it specifically to suggest that 

the creation of the elements, and the tearing and closing of the fissure of Ught 

described by Galileo, are acts that are eternally occiuring. The word "Now'' calls 

the listener's attention to this vital understanding.^ 

This assertion is reinforced later within the poem with the words "in the 

only moment" (Line 27) and "through the one motion of the only hand" (Lines 

35-36). These phrases suggest that aU of eternity, and all of God's acts and 

creations, exist within one tmiversal moment. This concept defines time more as 

a dimension than a series of incremental measurements, and can be difficult for 

mere mortals to grasp. 

Equally difficult to grasp is Galileo's impression of a Creator that is both 
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tearing and healing the universe in one single motion, eternally. The text reads: 

"pulling away and healing/with light upon light/as it pours and 

returns/through the tearing and closing/through the one motion of the only 

hand" (Lines 28-36). Why would a God who created the universe choose also to 

be the force tearing it down? This radical philosophical paradox requires a 

powerful musical reflection. At Bar 84, Kyr initiates the text "with light" in an 

eight part canon [Figiure 22]. 
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Figure 22: "The Celestial Healer," p. 18, mm. 84-87 
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With each new entrance of the canon, the words "with light" are cast in 

such a way that they actually look like light spreading across a surface. This 

technique is in keeping with the Renaissance tradition of " Augenmusik" which 

translates from the German as "eye music." The music on the page actually looks 

like the word; light spreading across a surface woidd resemble these musical 

rays. 

However, the meaning goes deeper, reaching towards the paradox of God 

as a tearing and healing force in the universe. The "tearing" is inherent 

musicaUy in the broken texture of multiple entrances of the same word in canon. 

At the same time, the music embodies the healing, in the fact that each entrance 

of the motive "with light" drops down and melds with the entering pitch of the 

next entrance. These repeated pitches overlap and build upon one another, 

creating a healing layer of sound. A "broken" texture of imitative canon is 

"healed" by the same repeated words being layered onto one another. Here Kjrr 

succeeds in depicting a musical paradox in response to the paradox set up in the 

text. 

The ending of this movement continues to deal in paradox [Figure 23]. In 

bar 98, the word "One" is depicted first with the entire choir resting in 

homophonic texture on a single chord. This rather clear response to the word 

"one" (one creator, one chord) is then shifted to its most radical opposite in bar 

99. 
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OM. 

Figure 23: "The Celestial Healer," p. 22, mm. 98-99 

At this point each member of the choir becomes a soloist within the group, 

resulting in what Kyr terms a "musical mobile." Each individual within each 

section sings a core melody, but with different instructions as to when to enter 

the texture, and at what speed.23 Each section possesses its own core melody, but 

they are closely related in pitch content, using primarily the pitches of a D Major 

chord. The result is a texture that is as individual as the numbers of people in 

the group; if the group is 60 singers, it is a 60 part texture. If the group is 100 
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singers, the texture is 100 parts. With this musical "mobile," Kyr has taken the 

text "One," set it first with a singular chord, and then reflected its opposite. 

Kyr's motivation in exploring the two sides of a single word "One" (or 

creator), is intended to be an amplificaticn of the end of the first movement. The 

end of the first movement features a contrast between a block chord, simg by the 

choir, and a single note, sung by soprano soloist. At the end of "Celestial 

Healer," a block chord, svmg by the choir, is then transformed into a mobile 

texture where every member of the choir becomes a soloist. The same D Major 

chord is being simg at the end of both movements, but the end of the second 

movement contains a significantly amplified texture. 

The concept of the "tearing and closing" permeates the end "Celestial 

Healer." The eight part canon, displayed earlier in Figure 22, develops the 

words "with light upon light/ as it pours and returns/through the tearing and 

closing/through the One." As the canon develops, a wide variety of vowels are 

present at any given time. However, Kyr completes the canon in such a way that 

each section gradually lines up on the word "through." The "u" vowel is the 

most closed vowel one can sing in English. As each voice part meets the next on 

the word "through," a dramatic closing in the sound world occurs. This literal 

"closing" in vowel sound occurs simultaneously with the "closing" of the 

texture, as it moves away from potyphony and towards homophony. The 

homophonic texture is reached at the downbeat of bar 98. 
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A powerful paradox exists due to the fact that at the instant the chord 

"closes" into homophony, the vowel sound opens, from the previous "u" into 

"uh" ("One"). A further opening is witnessed by the peeling off of individual 

voices into the mobile texture. 

In Kyr's music, words are less likely to be reflected literally through word 

painting. More likely, a text's meaning will be revealed through a subtle 

embodiment of its essence. The complex and subtle techniques used to weave 

text into texture in "Celestial Healer" make up a style that can be found in all of 

Kyr's choral works. 

This, however, does not mean that word painting is never employed. In 

fact, in the following movement, "Ballad of Good Mind," text painting becomes 

one of the main textural techniques in use. But even those examples of word 

painting exist only to clarify a deeper perspective of text embodiment 
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"The Ballad of Good Mind" 

In the third movement of On the Nature of Creation, two ancient creation 

myths are combined into one composite text, written by Robert Kyr. The first 

source is a hymn from the Mayan Popul Vuh, or Book of Counsel. The second 

source is an excerpt from a Seneca Indian cosmological myth. The entire text of 

"The Ballad of Good Mind" is contained in Table 13 below; 

Table 13: Ballad of Good Mind, texts from Mayan Popul Vuh and Seneca 
Indian creation story, combined for music by Robert Kyr 

1 Hail, One Leg, 
2 Dwarf Lightning, 
3 Green Lightning, 
4 Hawk, Hunter, 
5 Bearer, Engenderer, 
6 Grandmother of Day, 
7 Grandmother of Light, 
8 As it is white, 
9 As it is bright 
10 HaiJ, Former, 
11 Hail, Shaper, 
12 Look upon us, 
13 Hear us. 
14 Do not turn on us, 
15 Heart of Heaven, 
16 Heart of Earth! 
17 Give us our sign, 
18 Give us our word, 
19 On the road of day, 
20 On the road of light, 
21 When it is white, 
22 When it is bright 
23 Narrator Good Mind asked his grandmother 
24 Where his father lived 
25 And she said, 
26 Grandmother "Seek your father. 
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27 Who lives far to the east 
28 Go to the end of the island, 
29 Go over the water 
30 And behold a mountain 
31 Rising from the sea. 
32 Walk up the mountain; 
33 Your father is there 
34 Seated at the top." 
35 Narrator. Good Mind traveled there, 
36 to the foot of the mountain, 
37 He looked up and shouted, 
38 Son: "Father, where are you?" 
39 Father "My son can throw the cliff 
40 to this peak." 
41 Narrator Good Mind seized the cliff 
42 and hurled it to the top. 
43 Son: "Father, where are you?" 
44 Father "My son can swim the rapids 
45 From below to above." 
46 Narrator Good Mind jumped into the falls 
47 and swam upward to its edge. 
48 Son: "Father, where are you?" 
49 Father "My son can wrestle 
50 with the wind." 
51 Narrator So Good Mind and Wind 
52 Struggled to overturn each other; 
53 But Good Mind overcame Wind 
54 Who departed, moaning. 
55 Son: "Father, where are you?" 
56 Father "My son can survive the flame." 
57 Narrator Suddenly a great flame 
58 Surrounded Good Mind, 
59 And he leapt and ran 
60 To the mountain top 
61 Where behold, 
62 A being sat 
63 In a blaze of light 
64 Father "I am your father; 
65 You are my son." 
66 Son: "I am here to receive power 
67 to rule all things on earth." 
68 Father "You have power, 
69 You have conquered; 
70 Now I will give you 
71 living creatures 
72 To bless the earth." 
73 Narrator Thus did father and son 
74 Counsel together— 
75 The son learned 
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76 What he should do. 
77 Then the father spoke. 
78 Father. "How did you find me 
79 Since I am hidden in elements?" 
80 Son: Before my journey. 
81 Grandmother gave me a flute,-
82 I made music. 
83 And when I stopped. 
84 The flute said; 
85 'The Way you must go.' 
86 When I make music. 
87 The flute speaks." 
88 Father "Make music and listen. 
89 Then you will know 
90 The right way." 
91 Hail, Former, 
92 Hail, Shaper, 
93 Heart of Heaven, 
94 Heart of Earth! 
95 Give us our sign. 
% Give us our word. 
97 When it is white. 
98 When it is brighL 

Lines 1-22 of Kyr's poem are from the Popul Vuh. This a^irmative hymn 

invokes the Mayan god with bold extroversion ("Hail," Line 1). The dual nature 

of their god is revealed in the pairs of attributes within the text (EHvarf 

Lightning/Green Lightning, Hawk/Hunter, Bearer/Engenderer, 

Former/Shaper, Lines 2-5 and Lines 10-11). The poem is a direct calling for the 

god to "Look upon us/Hear us/Do not turn on us" (Lines 12-14). The prayer 

also reveals the personal desire of those praying that their spiritual path be 

discovered; "Give us our sign/Give us our word/On the road of day/On the 

road of light" (Lines 17-20). The word "road" suggests a symbolic representation 
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of the life path, as the phrase "road of light" suggests that the desired path is one 

that would lead the seeker closer to spiritual fulfillment. 

Lines 23-90 come from a Seneca Indian myth of creation, in which a young 

man (the Son) must undergo a series of initiation trials before he is able to behold 

his father, who was previously "hidden in elements" (Line 79). The son must 

overcome each element of creation; that of earth (Lines 39-40), water (Lines 44-

45), wind (Lines 49-50), and fire (Line 56). Until the son possesses the strength 

and wisdom necessary to overcome the elements, he cannot behold his father. 

When the father does appear to the son, the poetry brings with it a sense 

that he is not all mortal, but possesses spiritual power; "Where behold, a being 

sat in a blaze of light" (Lines 61-63). This impression is reinforced by the 

following text that reveals that both father and son are partners in ruling the 

earth and the creatiu-es upon it (Lines 66-76). 

The final section of the Seneca poem heads in an unexpected direction. 

The father asks the son "How did you find me/Since I am hidden in elements?" 

(Lines 78-79). The son replies "My grandmother gave me a flute/I made 

music./And when I stopped,/The flute said:/'The Way you must go'" (Lines 82-

85). The father affirms the power of music in his son's life, heralding the flute as 

a spiritual compass that will always guide him along his joiuney (Lines 88-90). 

Kyr's poem ends with a truncated reprise of the original Mayan text 

(Lines 91-98). In his musical setting, this reprise returns along with Lines 88-90 
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of the Seneca myth. By placing the Mayan prayer atop of the words "Make 

music and listen/Then you will know/The right way," Kyr underlines the 

spiritual power of music and its capability to work as an active form of prayer 

while also guiding one's direction through the world. This powerful synthesis of 

textual ideas offers the listener a glimpse into Kyr's vision of a "revitalized role 

for music as a life-affirming and harmonizing force within sodety."^^ 

Robert Kyr's decision to combine these two particular creation poems into 

one composite text came as he observed notable similarities between them.^ The 

first similarity rests in powerful images of the grandmother, found in Lines 6-7 of 

the Mayan text, and throughout the Seneca tale. The second similarity exists in 

the refierence to the elements of nature. In the Seneca myth, each element must 

be overcome by the son. The elements also surface in the Mayan invocation, 

within Lightning (Lines 2-3), the Hawk (related to air. Line 4), and Earth (Line 

16). Kyr discerned a third similarity in the relationship between the 

"Former/Shaper" (Lines 10-11) of the Mayan poem and the father/son 

relationship of the Seneca m3rth (the father formed the son, and the son acts as 

shaper of the living creatures on the earth). A final similarity exists within both 

poems' references to light (Lines 7-9 and 20-22 of the Mayan hymn. Line 63 of the 

Seneca story). Like the dual nature of the Mayan god, Kyr's masterful musical 

setting contains a combination of dual texts. The following section examines 

how text, texture, and music interrelate in "The Ballad of Good Mind." 
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"The Ballad of Good Mind"; Music 

The beginning of "The Ballad of Good Mind" is set as an invocation to the 

Mayan god. The expressive specification placed in the score reads 

"Declamatory." This effect is achieved through extremely short outbursts in 

homorhythm at a forte dynamic, with close attention to word stresses. Each 

outbiu-st of text is separated by a single quarter note rest; this use of silence 

possesses an almost kinetic rhythmic force [Figure 24]. 

Sopnno 

Alto 

Tenor 

Bass 

Figure 24. "The Ballad of Good Mind," p. 1, mm. 1-5 

When the choir sings of the grandmother (Lines 6-7), the rhythms and 

phrase lengths smooth out considerably, and the meter changes from an angular 

2/4 to a flowing 3/4 [Figure 25J. 
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Figure 25: "Ballad of Good Mind," p. 2, mm. 14-16 

A new texture siu*faces with the words "Hail, Former,/Hail, Shaper (Lines 

10-11)." While the piece began in 4 parts in homophonic texture, now the choir 

is five parts, and the texture becomes contrapuntal.^^ Each section of the choir 

hails their god in forte dynamic, with sporadic entrances. The resulting effect 

suggests that of many disparate voices crying out in a large, echoing cavern. 

These "voices in the wilderness" reach out to their God, but in a somewhat 

chaotic fashion [Figure 26]. 
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At Bar 32 of Figure 26, the plea becomes more personal ("Look upon 

us/Hear us/Do not turn on us,/Heart of Heaven,/Heart of Earth!" (Lines 12-16). 

Whereas the voices' initial cries were extroverted, even prideful, in their nature, 

now they ask with humility for a personal relationship with God, where they 

will be shown the "sign" (Line 17) and be given "our word" (Line 18). In answer 

to this development in the poem, the contrapuntal nature of the texture becomes 

far more organized. Systematic points of imitation begin with sopranos, 

followed by altos, tenors, baritones, and basses exactly a quarter note behind. 

The elegant laying out of imitative entrances to the heartfelt prayer evokes 

reference to the power of ancestral lines in a commiinity. One person follows 

after another, each connected through the same spiritual purpose at different 

times in history. The same motive is brought out in different ways; the richness 

of history emerges through this rich texture. 

The entrance of the Seneca text is heralded by a new texture. Each voice 

part now becomes a character in the telling of the story. The sopranos act as the 

narrator, the altos as the grandmother, the tenors as the son, and the basses as 

the father. The basses are always present in divided texture. Here Kyr brings 

reference to the Mayan god's dual attributes and relates it to the Seneca father. 
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It is unusual for Robert Kyr to use word painting in a formulaic manner 

throughout a work. However, the dramatic and narrative Seneca text offers a 

notable exception to this rule. The Seneca tale developed out of a tradition of 

story telling, where an entire community gathered together to enact the tale. 

Word painting becomes a concrete tool that can reflect the action of the story in a 

language that all listeners can appreciate and understand. 

With each challenge the son must meet, a different instance of word 

painting emerges. Before each trial, the boy calls out to this father "Father where 

are you?" The first instance occurs in Figure 27. 

The contour of the tenor's musical phrase imitates that of natural speech, 

with a rise up the scale suggesting that the son is calling from a long distance, 

directing his call up to the top of the mountain where his father lives. The use of 

forte dynamic, with a crescendo at the end of each word, creates effective 

declamation. Unlike other instances of Kjnr's setting of text, where often there 

would be decrescendo to match the imstressed final syllable of a word, here the 

crescendo continues into the imstressed syllable, suggesting the son's effort to 

project the sound of the word across a long distance. 

The father does not answer the son directly. Instead, he says, in a 

somewhat objective fashion, "My son can throw the cliff to this peak (Lines 39-

40)." Word painting is evident with the ascent of melodic line up a minor scale 

to match the image of throwing upwards. 
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The soprano section, acting as the narrator, continues to depict the graphic 

text. In bar 102, note how the upward triplet in the Soprano 3 matches the words 

"hurled it." The two eighth rests that follow signify the short pause between the 

time that the rock leaves the son's hand and when it lands. Further word 

painting highlights the text "to the top," with an ascent in each melodic line. 

Once the son has succeeded in his trial, he calls again, "Father, where are 

you?" The father answers by presenting the son with a new trial: he must "swim 

the rapids from below to above." The text is painted with the rapid sixteenth 

note/eighth note motive in bar 107 for the word "rapids," and an ascent on the 

text "from below to above" [Figure 28]. 

When the sopranos sing "Good Mind jumped into the falls," the texture is 

enlivened with a descending triplet on the word "falls." This descent suggests 

both the "falling" nature of the waterfall, and the impression that the son is first 

overcome by the water, after which he begins to swim. The music that depicts 

the son's swimming is carefully organized; for example, one can hear his efforts 

and progress in the duet of sixteenth notes, set a third apart, in the Soprano 2 and 

3 parts of bars 113-114. The success of his ascent is seen in the rising lines of all 

three parts. The rhythms also suggest the son's success; the use of sixteenth 

notes in duple meter (bars 113-114) is more orderly than the triplet of the "falls," 

which broke up the metric stress (bar 111). The son overcomes the triplet "foils" 
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in faster moving, metrically organized sixteenth and eighth note patterns. 

Finally, he reaches a triumphant C Major triad on the word "edge." 
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After the son's victory over water, the father declares "My son can wrestle 

with the wind." The sopranos narrate; "So Good Mind and Wind struggled to 

overtiuTi each other, but Good Mind overcame wind who departed moaning." A 

plethora of text painting devices surface in this section, the most clever being a 

chain of suspensions that is used to depict the image "overturn each other." The 

struggle with wind is effectively depicted through ascending and descending 

sixteenth notes, and its "moaning" departure is complete with a c# diminished 

triad, left imresolved from its d minor root [Figure 29]. 
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Figure 29: "Ballad of Good Mind," pp. 20-22, mm. 119-129 
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The son calls to his father a final time in Figure 30. The urgency in his call 

is emphasized through the use of a leap of a minor seventh on the word "Father," 

unlike the leaps of a perfect fifth or major third for the same text in previous 

sections. The father answers with a final trial; "My son can siu^ve the flame." 
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Figure 30; "Ballad of Good Mind," pp. 22-23, mm. 129-137 
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The drama of this last trial calls forth an expanded texture, in which, for 

the first time, altos join the sopranos in the role of narrator, set in a divided five-

part texture (sopranos in three and altos in two parts). The text reads "Suddenly 

a great flame surrounded Good Mind." Good Mind's response is to leap over the 

flame and to run up the mountain with unbridled abandon. This gesture and the 

act of running is depicted through the use of triplets, often set so that the singers 

must enter the texture after an eighth note triplet rest (bar 135). The contour of 

each line resembles licking flames, and Good Mind's struggle is suggested 

through the contrary motion of the descending triplet in the same bar; this is the 

same motive that was heard when he struggled with the waterfall in the second 

trial. The grandeur of the five-part texture suggests that this final trial is also 

Good Mind's most challenging, but he ultimately prevails by running to the 

mountain top, where he beholds his father "in a blaze of light." 

The Seneca text refers frequently to the necessity for the son to ascend. 

The son throws the boulder to the top of a peak (Lines 41-42), swims the rapids 

"from below to above" (Lines 44-45), and leaps and runs to the mountain top 

(Lines 59-60). The spiritual essence of this dictum is clear; in order to meet his 

father and unify with the creative force, the son must always move upwards, 

which brings him closer to new understanding and enlightenment. 
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"Let There Be Musk" 

In the final movement of On the Nature of Creation, rather than work 

with preexistent text, Kyr wrote the entire text in order to forge connections with 

the first movement. The first movement ends with the words "Let there be light." 

The last movement is entitled "Let there be music." In this final movement, Kyr's 

vision of the unboimded potential of human creation is reflected through a text 

that is written in variation form. Each line begins with the same words, "Let 

there be music," which are combined with a new phrase that completes the 

thought; for instance, "Let there be music" is combined with "in all lands" to 

create "Let there be music in all lands." Thus, the text itself is a theme with 

variations. Also, Kyr's poem resembles a mantra, where the hypnotic repetition 

of a phrase ("Let there be music") takes the listener deep within him- or herself, 

and each subsequent repetition reinforces the intensity with which the text is 

simg and understood. The text is written below [Table 14]: 

Table 14: Let There Be Music, text by Robert Kyr 

1 Let there be music, 
2 Let there be music in all lands, 
3 Let there be music among all people, 
4 Let there be music in the shining day, 
5 Let there be music in the deepest night, 
6 Let there be music upon arising at dawn, 
7 Let there be music in sleep and dreams, 
8 Let there be music on all planets, 
9 Let there be music in all realms of being, 
10 Let there be music throughout etenuty. 
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Considering the nature of Kyr's text, it is not surprising that the music of 

this movement is a set of variations. The movement consists of four sets of 

variations separated by short pauses: Chorale Variations, Canonic Variations, 

Dance Variations, and an Epilogue. The same text is simg within each section, 

but the texture is varied considerably. By exploring a maximiun of textural 

possibilities, Kyr is able to proclaim the imiversality of miisic, ever changing yet 

eternally present. 

The first section is entitled "Chorale Variations." This initial statement of 

the text is set in a simple six-part homophonic texture that allows the words to be 

clearly understood. From the beginning of the movement, the variations are 

worked out in a subtle manner. In Figure 31, note how the first two statements 

of the words "Let there be music" use the same music (bars 1-2 and bars 3-4). 

However, as the text is varied ("in all lands") so is the music; it is developed from 

the previous melodic and harmonic material (Bars 4-6). The Chorale Variations 

contain a series of harmonic progressions that are developed in subsequent 

variations; therefore it is a "theme" of sorts, which is then varied in its own right. 

Although the texture of Chorale Variations is largely homophonic, the 

movement builds in intensity through the gradual introduction of faster moving 

rhythms in the inner parts (especially triplets). The intensity also increases in the 

dynamics throughout the course of the Chorale Variations. Near the beginning 
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In Reverence 
Verse I; Chorale Variations 
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Figure 31: "Let There Be Music," pp. 1-2, mm. 1-6 

of Chorale Variations, the dynamics rise and fall with each textual phrase; a 

crescendo leads to the middle of the phrase, followed by a decrescendo which 

brings it to a close. As the Chorale Variations develop, the dynamics of each 

subsequent phrase become fuller so that eventually the entire phrase is one 

unfolding crescendo. This crescendo is accompanied by a gradual ascent in all 

voice parts to the upper end of their respective ranges. In the final phrase of the 

Chorale Variations, Kyr creates a majestic close on the word "eternity," which is 

extended through ascending figures to the top of the vocal ranges at a fortissimo 

d3mamic [Figure 32]. 
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Figure 32: "Let There Be Music," p. 11, mm. 41-44 

The second section of "Let There Be Music" is entitled "Canonic 

Variations." The soprano paraphrases the original melody, which is then 

imitated canonically by the alto and tenor (at the fifth and octave below). The 

basses sing a cantus finnus beneath the three-part divided texture, singing slow 

rhythms that are derived from the initial chorale. Thus, two textures are present 

simultaneously; the basses in a homorhythmic texture (cantus finnus), and the 

soprano, alto and tenor in an imitative texture [Figure 33]. 
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Figure 33: "Let There Be Music," p. 12, mm. 45-48 

As the Canonic Variations unfold, the three-part bass texture is replaced 

by all of the basses in imison; they function as a cantus firmus throughout the 

variation. While the three upper parts (soprano, alto, and tenor) continue their 

canon in indirect imitation, the bass is heard as the foundation of the texture 

with its slower moving rhythms and independent dynamic markings [Figure 34]. 
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Figure 34: "Let There Be Music," p. 18, mm. 80-85 

The third set of variations is marked "Dance Variations," with an even 

quicker tempo (quarter note equals 112). The same harmonic and melodic 

material is restructured in triple meter. The pla3rful yet elegant rhythms 

resemble those in Baroque dance [Figure 35]. The liveliness of the setting is 
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testament to the joy of music making, and the reference to earlier periods 

emphasi2es the existence of music in all realms of time, as implied by the text. 

As in the Chorale Variations, the texture is homophonic; faster moving rhythms 

enliven the texture to avoid chunky-soxmding chordcil blocks. 
Suddenly Quicker; Lighter 
Verse II i; Dance Variaiions 
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Figure 35: "Let There Be Music," pp. 20-21, mm. 89-94 
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The Dance Variations culminate in a GM7M9 chord, held on a fermata in 

fortissimo [Figure 36]. The tension within this imresolved chord releases into the 

next section, labeled "Epilogue." This musical gesture ocau-s approximately 2/3 

through the entire movement (bar 129 is almost exactly 2/3 through the work of 

191 meastu^). Like many other composers, Kyr has imconsdously manifest an 

example of Fibonacci proportions27 in his work. 
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Figure 36: "Let There Be Music," p. 29, mm. 126-129. 
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The Epilogue that concludes the movement begins with music that is 

haunting and inward. The primary theme of Kyr's poem is "One music now, 

always, forever," which is set at the heart of the form. The extremely soft 

dynamics and slow rhythms create a hushed effect of hiunility and wonder svmg 

"From Within," as marked. Kyr embodies the text "One music, firom the 

beginning," in a striking and visionary way. As the choir sings these words, they 

literally return to the music that begins the movement (compare Figure 37 to 

Figure 31]. 
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Figure 37: "Let There Be Music," p. 30, mm. 130-133 
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In the course of the Epilogue, the materials from previous variations are 

synthesized into one compoimd texture. At bar 142, the men sing a slow chorale 

(reminiscent of the Chorale Variations) while the women begin a complex three-

part canon (resembling the Canonic Variations). In other words, the men sing 

"One music, from the begiiming/One music Now/One music Always/Forever" 

as the women continue to repeat "Let there be music" in canon. The texture 

gradually diverges from its initial unison entries as its constituent phrases 

become longer and melodically more complex. In the score, Kyr has specified 

that the canons must begin with a soloist on each part. With each iteration of 

"Let there be music," another voice is added to each line in the texture until 

everyone is singing [Figure 38]. 

As the texture becomes denser and more intense, an extremely gradual 

accelerando propels the canonic process to a surprising juncture: the three 

women's parts double into six parts. Half of the women join the expansive 

chorale, while the others develop the canonic material [Figure 39]. 

Thus far, the discussion of "Let There Be Music" has focused on how 

varying degrees of homophony and polyphony, as well as different tempos, 

meters, and rhythms, create the diversity needed to sustain theme and variation 

form. In the final section of the piece, a new aspect of texture, that of chord 

spacing, becomes a crucial expressive device. The end of the movement clearly 

reflects Kyr's preference for a choral sound with a maximum amount of ring and 
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resonance.28 Kyr creates this expansive sound by carefully aligning the singers' 

notes with the primary pitches of the overtone series. 
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maximum intensity and expansivity. As each part ascends to the height of its 

range and breathes an incandescent quality into its sustained tone, Kyr brings 

On the Nature of Creation to an euphoric close. 

Ecstatic; 
<^> Slightly Broader poco a poco rit _ Jcommgjoj 

Ak. 

Figure 40: "Let There Be Music," p. 46-47, mm. 186-end 
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m. Conclusion 

Music that resonates with the spiritual radiance, clarity, and depth found 

in Robert Kyr's compositions is rare. Too often, composers attempt to convey 

profound meaning through their work by using flashy effects, by over 

intellectualizing, or by resorting to tried and true cliches. When hearing Kyr's 

music, it is clear that it was written with a powerful sense of purpose: to 

embody, to magnify, and to transmute textual meaning. Kyr's ability to 

internalize the conceptual life of a chosen text, and then bring forth a new vision 

through the fusion of text and music, is remarkable and unique. Equally 

impressive is the natural way in which Kyr creates music; both "CXit of the 

Depths" and Magnificat composed in one sitting. Such creative fluency 

may be due in part to the fact that Kyr considers himself both a composer and a 

writer. By integrating text with music, he creates a third form of art that is more 

than the sum of its individual parts. Text enhances music, and music embodies 

text. 

Openness to the potentied for transformation is essential to any creative 

process. Robert Kyr's awareness of this fact is exemplified by the flexible way in 

which he allows aW aspects of text, including cultural and historical information, 

to inspire the unfolding of a work. For instance, in preparation for the 

composition of "Canticle of the Brother Sun," Kyr studied the life and work of St. 

Francis in depth. His research encouraged him to divide the chorus into 
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"brothers" and "sisters" (men's and women's choruses) in order to represent the 

masculine (Brother Fire, Brother Wind) and feminine (Sister Moon, Sister Water) 

aspects of nature. This gender separation also reflects the spiritual partnership 

of St. Francis and Sister Clare, who were the founders of single sex monastic 

communities. 

In many of Kjo-'s works, the chorus is given a symbolic role that infuses 

the music with additional meaning. Rather than impose an extraneous musical 

idea upon words, Kyr creates a musical context that enables a sonic drama to 

emerge from the inner nature of the text. In "Out of the Depths," the choir takes 

the role of the crowd of believers who await Jesus' resurrection with hope and 

longing; this gives the music an added poignancy. In Magnificat, the soprano 

soloist embodies Mary's joy and humility. In "Early Light/ A Hair of Sound," the 

mezzo soprano and tenor enact an amorous dialogue across boundaries of time 

and distance. In "Ballad of Good Mind," each section of the choir is a character in 

the drama; the sopranos (divided in three) are the narrator; the altos are the 

grandmother; the tenors are the son; and the basses (divided in two) are the 

father. Collectively, the chorus lives out the story of Good Mind's trials and 

eventual success in uniting with his father and the creative force of life. By 

giving roles from the text to the chorus, Kyr allows the music to live out the 

meaning of the words in a way that could never occur otherwise. The result is 
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music that is vital and intensely alive; it is completely relevant to oiu- musical 

present, regardless of when the source text was written. 

The connection between text, music, and the performance is clearly 

manifest in Robert Kyr's working relationship with musicians. Kyr maintains 

that the creative process continues beyond the completion of the music itself. He 

remains open and supportive to whatever enables an artistic vision to be realized 

in the world. Score markings, such as "Cosmic Fire" at the end of On the Nature 

of Creation, reveal a concern for the emotional life of the musician; he cares 

about more than notes and regards the emotional coimection of the vocalists to 

the music as essential to the quality of performance. Kyr's attention to placing 

specific numbers of singers on notes of a chord also demonstrates his caring for 

singers. He wants them to let their voices ring naturally, without holding back 

or overexerting. When describing his internal experience of composing for choir, 

K)n' has related that he imagines himself as each member of the chorus and 

moreover, as the entire choral community that must live the soimd. In other 

words, he identifies with the vocalists to the degree that his choral music flows 

from the most natural way of making music. He composers "for" and not 

"against" the internal and technical needs of the chorus as a community of 

individuals. This approach enables him to effectively discern what is essential 

for the musical expression so that it can be realized in the most powerful way by 

every member of the chorus, as well as the community of singers as an entity. 
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When Kyr visited the University of Arizona as a composer-in-residence, 

his work with the Symphonic Choir demonstrated his attentiveness to the needs 

of each singer and to the community within the rehearsal process. Whatever 

situation arose, he always remained open and creative, striving to find solutions 

to technical problems without sacrificing any aspect of the music's integrity. He 

encouraged the choir, and myself as conductor, to take crucial risks and to go to 

the edge of what we thought possible. His positive, inspiring, and open-minded 

approach enabled us to draw from the best of ourselves in order to live out the 

music as completely as possible throughout our performance into the world. We 

succeeded to the degree that we were able to embody the inner meaning of the 

text and music as one entity ("the third art"). Kyr's creatioits arise from this level 

of imity, and thus, they must be interpreted from this same level. The performer 

must go through the same steps of creation that Robert Kyr has as composer. 

From the performer's own internalization of text and music as one entity will 

arise a performance which reveals the true nature of the music. 
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Appendix: Endnotes 

' Robert Kyr, interview by author, transcription, Tucson, Az., 12 January 2000. 
- Ibid. 
^ Robert Kyr, "A Twentieth Century Passion Setting," International Federation for Choral Music 

14, no. 4 (July 1995): 11-13. 
Robert Kyr, A Passion According to Four Evangelists, liner notes by composer, New Albion 

NA098, 1998, CD. 
^ Ron Jeffers, Traditions and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Volume t: Sacred Latin Texts 

(Corvallis, Oregon: earthsongs, 1988), 114. 
' Robert Kyr, interview by author, transcription, Tucson, Az., 16 January 2000. 
^ Kyr, "A Twentieth Century Passion Setting," 13. 
' Robert Kyr, interview by author, tape recording, Tucson, Az., 17 April 2000. 
' Robert Kyr, interview with author, tape recording, Tucson, Az.. 18 April 2000. 
'"Jeffers, page 154-155. 
" Robert Kyr, interview with author, tape recording, 18 April 2000. 

Ibid. 
Ibid. 

'''Scholars interested in learning more about Kyr's use of contrapuntal text should refer to his 
article "Creating the Double Motet Anew: Juxtaposition and Synthesis," Contemporary Music Review 

(currently in progress). 
Robert Kyr, Early Light/A Hair of Sound, liner notes by author. New Albion NA075, 1996, CD. 

" Roben Kyr, interview by author, transcription, Tucson, Az., 13 January 2000. 
" Roben Kyr, interview by author, transcription, Tucson, Az., 23 January 2000. 
" Ibid. 
" Robert Kyr, On the Nature of Creation, program notes by composer, Oregon Repenory Singers 

concert, 12 March 20(X). 
Robert Kyr, interview by author, transcription, Tucson, Az., 12 April 2000. 

'' Dutchman Hans Lippershey invented the telescope in 1608. 
" Robert Kyr, interview by author, transcription, Tucson, Az., 12 April 2000. 
^ For instance, the 1" soprano is directed to enter the texture after holding the previous note for 

1/4 of a second, and she is to sing the core melody at quarter note equals 200. However, the S"* soprano is 
directed to enter the texture after holding the previous note for 1 1/3 .seconds, and she is to sing the core 
melody at quarter note equals 168. 

" Robert Kyr, On the Nature of Creation, program notes by composer, Oregon Repertory Singers 
concert, 12 March 2000. 

" Robert Kyr, interview by author, transcripuon, Tucson, Az.. 7 June 2000. 
Though the altos appear to be divided in this excerpt, they are singing in unison. 
The Fibonacci series is a set of numbers in which each new member is the sum of the previous 

two: 0, 1,1,2,3,5,8, 13... Many composers have created proportions in (heir music that are based on the 
Fibonacci series. 

Robert Kyr, interview by author, transcription, Tucson. Az.. 12 January 2000. 
In the score used for the world premiere of this work. Robert Kyr notated exact numbers of 

people to sing each line to ensure proper resonance of the chord.s. 
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MAELSTROM (1981) for soprano, flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano & percussion 
[40]. 

Songs of Love & Oblivion (1980) for soprano & piano [40]. 
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Secrets of the Heart (1979) for viola & 12 solo singers [16]. 

Three Songs by Hugo Wolf {1977) for countertenor, flute & 4 ceUi [14]. 

A Vision of Wind over Water (1976) for soprano, winds & piano [23]. 

Solo & Chamber Music 

Millennium Dreamscape for narrator and flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, and 
percussion [18]. 

Pacific Rim Serenades (1994) for flute, clarinet, violin cello, piano & percussion 
[19]. 

Memories of a Lost Garden 1 (1993) for solo cello [11]. 

Transcendental Nocturnes (1992) for piano [20]. 

String Quartet No. 2 (Of Time and Remembrance, 1992) [23]. 

String Quartet No. 1 (1991) [20]. 

Rodin Miniatures (1991) for marimba solo [13]. 

Prelude and Toccata (1990) for organ, 2 trumpets & 2 trombones [10]. 

Marimolin Variations (1990) for marimba & violin [12]. 

Chorale Prelude on 'Gott ivoll uns gnadig sein' (1989) for piano [4]. 

Pacific Serenades (1989) for flute, clarinet, violin, cello & piano [17]. 

Six-in-One: In Twelve-Winded Circles (1988) for flute, clarinet, violin, viola, cello 
and piano [11]. 

One (1988) for clarinet solo [11]. 

Laudate Dominum (1987) for organ [6]. 

White Tigers (1987) for piano [13]. 
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Images of Reminiscence (1987) for piano [12]. 

Images from Stillness (1986) for string trio [12]. 

Three Rounds for 6 celli (1986) [16]. 

Hozv Bright the Star (1983) for cello & piano [23]. 

Surfacing (1979) for piano [16]. 

Lyrika (1978) for 2 flutes & cello [10]. 

Mirage (1974) for 14 instruments, pre-recorded [13]. 

Music for Theater & Dance 

Chimera (1993) for actors, dancers & Balinese gamelan [70] 
(Collaboration with Janet Descutner & Jerry Williams}. 

Book of Secrets (1990), a theater/dance/music piece for 3 vocalists, instnoments & 
tape [25] 

(Collaboration with Annie Louie). 

In the Mime's Eye (1979), four pieces for chamber ensemble [35]. 

The Player Queen (1978) for alto, chorus & instruments (play by W.B. Yeats) [45]. 

Liturgical Music 

In Celebration of the Word (1993) for chorus, organ & instnm\ents [16]. 

Peace Sabbath (1987) for soprano, chorus & organ [30]. 

Magnificat (1986) for soprano, chorus & optional doubling instruments [10]. 

A New Commandment (1985) for soprano, baritone, chorus & instruments [45]. 
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Music for GamelanAVorld Orchestra* 

Violin Concerto No. 2 (On the Nature of Harmony, 1999) for violin, chamber 
ensemble, and Balinese gamelan [24]. 

Symphony No. 8 (Run with the Light, 1999) for soprano, tenor, chorus and 
world orchestra, including Balinese gamelan, African dnmi ensemble 
and Japanese Kodo drums [76]. 

Transfigured Light (1998) for chamber orchestra and Balinese gamelan [18]. 

Ringing Changes I (1994) for piano & tape (computer) [14]. 

Ringing Changes 11 (1994) for reyong & tape (computer) [14]. 

Chimera (1993) for actors, dancers & Balinese gamelan [70]. 
[Collaboration with Janet Descutner & Jerry Williams). 

Memories of a Lost Garden II (1993) for solo cello & gamelan [11]. 

Ringing Handprint (1992) for gamelan/world orchestra [14]. 

Ringing Bright (1992) for retimed piano & gamelan/world orchestra [16]. 

World-Changes (1991) for dancer & one-person gamelan/world orchestra [16]. 

Changing Winds (1991) for oboe & gamelan/world orchestra [11]. 

Computer, Electronic & MIDI-Interactive Music 

Bronze Piano (1994-1995) for MIDI grand, disklavier, sampler, and 
computer [8 realizations] [Collaboration with Daniel Scheidt}. 

Ringing Changes (1994) for MIDI grand, disklavier, sampler & computer [18]. 
{Collaboration with Daniel Scheidt} Envirorunent: Extended Gamelan. 

Horizon over Depths (1994) for MIDI grand, disklavier & computer [9]. 
{Collaboration with Daniel Scheidt} Envirorunent: Big Piano. 

Changing/Unchanging (1994) for MIDI grand, disklavier & computer [12]. 
{Collaboration with Daniel Scheidt} Environment: Big Piano. 
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Diamondtip Thunderbolt (1994) for MIDI grand, disklavier & computer [11]. 
{Collaboration with Dar\iel Scheidt} Envirorunent: Big Piano. 

Extended Gamelan (1993-1994) for MIDI grand, 1 disklavier, sampler, 
and computer [12 realizations] {Collaboration with D. Scheidt]. 

Storm (1992) for MIDI grand, disklavier & computer [11]. 
Collaboration with Daniel Scheidt) Environment; Big Piano. 

Big Piano (1992) for MIDI grand, 1-4 disklaviers & computer 
[30 realizations] {Collaboration with D. Scheidt). 

A River Unfolding (1985) for computer [8]. 

Candles in Babylon (1985) for actor & tape [21]. 

*world orchestra—an ensemble of instruments from around the world; a 
multi- or cross-cultural performing arts ensemble. 


